
I enjoy social studies class with Neela Didi and 

Bikanti Didi. In this class, we learn about the 

Earth, early humans, and planets. I particularly 

like this class, although sometimes I make 

spelling mistakes. We study diagrams about the 

Earth and take notes during class. Sometimes, we 

watch movies about early humans in social studies 

class. I listen attentively in the class and answer 

the questions asked by the teachers. Whenever I 

am unable to understand a concept I sometimes 

ask my friends or to the teachers. I enjoy the 

classes and find my own ways of remembering the 

concepts that are taught by the teachers.  

In English class, I strive to communicate 

primarily in English. When reading 

books, I understand most words, but if I 

encounter unfamiliar ones, I seek help 

from the didi, who explains them to me. I 

maintain a notebook where I jot down 

unfamiliar words for later reference. 

During group reading sessions, we read 

books like "Blue Umbrella," and we also 

practice conversational English. Although 

my handwriting needs improvement, I'm 

art (2) working on it diligently. While I struggle with constructing full sentences, I'm 

making an effort to learn new vocabulary. In our English class, we write poems and 

stories, although I find writing stories challenging, I'm determined to improve.  



I stay attentive during class and actively participate in activities such as watching 

movies like "The Little Prince" and "Migration," as well as performing in dramas 

about freedom fighters. Currently, I'm studying from the 3rd grammar book, and 

whenever I face difficulties, I seek assistance from the didi. 

I enjoy studying in the 5th class, especially 

during Hindi class with Darshana Didi, 

Basanti Didi, and Manisha Didi. In Hindi 

class, I understand the lessons well, and if I 

encounter any difficulties, the didis are always 

there to help me. I enjoy reading stories from 

Panchatantra and other books like "badhate 

Kadam" during group reading sessions. In free 

reading, I recently read "Lalchi Kisan." In 

Hindi grammar, I'm currently studying from 

the 4th book, and I'm revising the 3rd book. 

We also write stories, poems, and learn songs like the Shiva Ji song and Saraswati 

song in Hindi class. Sometimes, we watch movies related to our lessons. 
 

I enjoy attending Odia class with Syrekha Didi. During our Odia sessions, we watch 

movies that Didi shows us. 

Whenever I encounter difficulties, I 

ask Didi for help, and she explains 

things to me. We watch movies in 

Odia class to learn from them. 

Additionally, Didi gives us 

dictations from the books we read 

during class. 

I like studying maths with Sumitra 

Didi. I'm currently studying from the 5th book, which is almost finished. During 

maths class, we play maths games like Monopoly, Mastermind, and Othello. Some 

topics in math are challenging for me, such as area and volume, while others like 

decimals are easier. We also draw diagrams during maths class. 



 

I enjoy attending science class with Kumari Didi and Jagat Bhaiya. In science class, 

we engage in activities like fractions and 

experimenting with magnets. We also 

draw diagrams and regularly have tests. 

Currently, we're studying from the 6th 

book, and my performance in tests varies; 

sometimes I score 10 out of 30 marks, and 

sometimes I score differently. We mainly 

focus on book work in science class. 

I enjoy attending computer class with Lalu 

Bhaiya. During our computer sessions, we 

engage in various activities such as 

painting, typing master, and report 

writing. My favourite activities in computer class are painting and playing games. I 

practice typing using both hands, and I particularly enjoy honing my typing skills 

during these sessions. 

Dance class is one of my favourite activities, and I 

have the pleasure of learning from Gauri Didi, 

Suparna Didi, and Brishti Didi. I appreciate dance 

class because I learn many new steps and techniques. 

We practice various dance styles, including Kathak, 

which happens to be my favourite. Whenever I 

struggle with a dance step, the didis patiently teach me 

until I grasp it. We also do folk dances and engage in 

exercises to improve our dancing abilities. 

I enjoy playing the flute during our music class, which 

takes place on Mondays. While I'm still learning to 

blow fast, I'm making progress. In our flute class, we 

learn to read musical notes, and I'm gradually improving my ability to produce clear 

notes. 



Our satsang class runs from 6:15 to 7:00 in the evening. During satsang, we sing 

songs every day and learn new ones. Satsang class helps us focus our minds and 

learn new songs, which we later sing during meditation class. 

Every morning, we participate in a yoga 

session to stay healthy. Yoga gives us 

strength and vitality, and we practice from 

6:00 to 6:30 in the morning. During these 

sessions, we perform various poses like lotus 

pose, peacock pose, and many others. 

During our games sessions, we engage in 

various sports activities such as basketball, 

football, volleyball, and running. Among 

these, basketball is my favourite game. We 

play these games regularly, heading to the 

fields every day to participate in energetic 

matches. 

Playing these games requires us to run, which is something I particularly enjoy. The 

adrenaline rush and the thrill of competition 

motivate me to give my best effort in every 

match. Additionally, our time on the fields allows 

us to engage in daily exercises, contributing toour 

overall fitness and well-being. 



 

On the 3rd of February, we performed the 

play "Andher Nagri" (Dark City). 

Following that, we participated in flag 

hoisting ceremonies to mark the occasion. 

We also learned a poem titled "Golden 

Sky" and sang songs to commemorate the 

special day. Additionally, we watched a 

movie featuring mother figures. 

During birthday celebrations, we sang two 

songs, one in Hindi and one in English. 

We also showcased our dance skills 

during the New Year celebrations. 

For Christmas, we sang two songs, one in 

Hindi and one in English, which we had learned in our Hindi and English classes. I 

enjoyed these songs and the festive atmosphere they brought to the celebrations. 

Throughout the year, we have enjoyed numerous celebrations at school. Personally, 

I find each one of them enjoyable and memorable. 

During the Mother's Birthday, we performed a dance called the "Clock Dance." At 

the Sports Day event, I participated in gymnastics, where we practiced handstands 

and other 

manoeuvres. I 

particularly enjoy 

gymnastics and the 

skills we learn in the 

discipline. 

During Holi, we 

celebrated with 

colourful festivities 

and enjoyed various 

treats. Overall, each 

celebration brings 

joy and excitement 

to our school life. 



 



I embarked on my trip on the 29th 

of October. On the 29th, I boarded 

the train and set out for Titlagarh. 

There, I stayed in a hall. The next 

day, we travelled to Kolkata and 

rested at Maharashtra Bhavan. In 

Kolkata, we visited Alipore Zoo, 

where I saw various reptiles, Royal 

Bengal tigers, and different types 

of monkeys. 

On the following day, we took a 

train to Guwahati and stayed in a 

dharmshala. The place was very 

good, and the food was also nice. 

In Guwahati, we visited Shankar 

Dev Kalakshetra, where we 

observed traditional Assamese 

dance and learned about their culture. We also visited the Kamakhya Temple on the 

2nd. 

Next, we travelled to Tezpur, where I enjoyed staying in a church. The place was 

clean, and I loved the food there. In Tezpur, we visited the Mahabhairav Temple, 

Agnigarh, and Ganesh Ghat. I particularly enjoyed visiting the temples. 



On the 4th, we went to Tawang by bus and stayed in Rupa for one night. The next 

day, we reached Tawang, where we stayed for 2 days. On the following day, we 

visited Bumla Pass, where we saw the Indo-China border.   

 


